Students will always outnumber teachers, which is why getting an easily distracted group of students to focus can be one of the most challenging aspects of your day.

In this month’s World Book Wired, discover hands-on activities and colorfully illustrated stealth learning resources that spark inquiry and help combat classroom distractions.

**STEALTH LEARNING RESOURCES**

**TASTE THE WORLD!**
Trace the origins of a food or ingredient and its journey around the world. Easy-to-make recipes are offered throughout for tasty kitchen adventures!

**READ MORE**

**LOST & FOUND**
Go back in time with siblings Perri and Archer as they encounter famous people from such periods as the Golden Age of Piracy and the Jazz Age.

**READ MORE**

**TRUE OR FALSE?**
In Singapore, is it against the law to chew gum? Spark inquiry with this popular question-and-answer series for effective collaborative learning.

**READ MORE**

**EBOOKS, ENHANCED!**
From intuitive search results to Recently Viewed and Favorites—our eBooks just became easier to use and customizable! Join us for a brief training on Wed, Sept 25th (10 am—and 4 pm CST) to learn more about the new navigation and user-friendly changes.

**REGISTER**

The WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA is the only general A-Z print research source still published today. Whether you’re checking a fact or gaining a better understanding of a subject, answers are here.

Plus, learn more about the conservation effort behind this year’s Spinescape!

**PRE-ORDER**